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Purpose of paper For information 

Summary From last month and over the next two years, European regulations are introducing

significant new requirements for the reporting and disclosure of electricity market data.  

The EU Regulation on Wholesale Energy Market Integrity and Transparency1 (REMIT) came 

into force on 28 December 2011, and legally-binding Guidelines on Fundamental Electricity 

Data Transparency are expected to be approved later this year.  This paper provides an 

overview of these two new reporting requirements, and their potential impact on the BSC. 

 

1. New European Reporting and Disclosure Requirements 

1.1. Over the next two years, we anticipate that GB electricity market participants will be required to enhance 

their reporting processes to meet two new EU reporting and disclosure requirements: 

• REMIT came into effect on 28 December 2011, and introduces new reporting and disclosure 

requirements (although not all of these are yet in force); and 

• The Commission has consulted on legally-binding Guidelines on Fundamental Electricity Data 

Transparency (‘the Transparency Guidelines’).  These are entering the European comitology 

process, and we expect them to be approved later this year. 

1.2. REMIT prohibits insider trading in relation to wholesale energy products2, and requires market 

participants in wholesale energy markets (including electricity and gas) to publicly disclose inside 

information (as defined in REMIT) in an effective and timely manner as from 28 December 2011.  In 

                                                
1 Regulation 1227/2011 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2011:326:0001:0016:en:PDF 

2 Defined in REMIT but essentially contracts and derivatives related to the supply or transportation of electricity or 

natural gas. 
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ACER’s Guidance3 on the application of definitions in REMIT, it states that inside information should be 

disclosed in a manner ensuring it is capable of being disseminated to as wide a public as possible.  REMIT 

also requires market participants to provide ACER with a record of wholesale energy market transactions 

including orders to trade, although this requirement will not come into force until six months after the 

Commission has adopted the implementing acts specifying what needs to be reported.  

1.3. The Transparency Guidelines4 require a range of data to be reported to a European-wide central 

information platform (to be delivered by ENTSO-E5), including: 

• Requirements on Transmission System Operators to report information relating to total system load 

(e.g. forecast and actual demand, forecast margin); 

• Requirements on Interconnectors to report capacity and outages; 

• Requirements on Generators to report capacity, forecast and actual output, and planned and 

unplanned outages; and 

• Requirements on the operators of  balancing markets to report details of balancing and imbalance 

settlement. 

1.4. Although the timescales for achieving these requirements are not yet entirely clear, we suggest that a 

possible timescale is as follows: 

• Q1 2012 – Interim solution(s) for public disclosure of inside information.  The REMIT obligation came 

into effect on 28 December 2011, so market participants will need to achieve compliance as soon as 

possible.  Ofgem is hosting a GB working group on REMIT on 11 January 2012, which will discuss 

options for achieving this. 

                                                
3 “Guidance on the application of the definitions set out in Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 1227/2011 of the 

European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on wholesale energy market integrity and 

transparency”, 1st Edition, published by ACER (the EU Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators) on 20 

December 2011: 

http://www.acer.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/ACER_HOME/Activities/REMIT/1st%20edition%20ACER%20guidanc

e%20111218%20ap%20vz%20clean%20ap%20clean%20sonia.pdf 

4 The draft Transparency Guidelines, as consulted on by the Commission, are available on this webpage: 

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/gas_electricity/consultations/20110916_electricity_en.htm  

5 The European Network of Transmission System Operators for electricity 
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• First half 2013 – Enduring solution for REMIT reporting.  While in the short term a variety of interim 

solutions may be used for reporting inside information, ACER has issued Guidance (see Appendix 1 to 

this paper) that these should be replaced by mandatory central platforms approved by national 

regulators. 

• Second half 2013 – Possible implementation of reporting requirements in the Guidelines on 

Fundamental Electricity Data Transparency (subject to approval of the Guidelines and clarification of 

technical requirements). 

2. Possible Use of Grid Code and BSC to Deliver Enduring Solutions in GB 

2.1. At the Joint European Standing Group (JESG) on 23 November 2011, National Grid gave a presentation on 

the Transparency Guidelines, which suggested that: 

• The Grid Code and BSC already require Generators to provide data to National Grid for planning and 

balancing purposes; and for National Grid to publicly report data on Generators and system demand 

via the Balancing Mechanism Reporting Service (BMRS). 

• These existing requirements are similar to many of the requirements in the Transparency Guidelines, 

and therefore the most efficient route for delivering the Transparency Guidelines’ requirements may 

be via the Grid Code and BSC (with BMRS receiving existing or amended data flows from National 

Grid, and forwarding them to the central ENTSO-E website).  

2.2. ELEXON subsequently circulated a more detailed analysis of the Transparency Guidelines to JESG 

members, which mapped each data item in the draft Guidelines to its nearest BSC equivalent.  This 

analysis confirmed that many of the Transparency Guidelines’ requirements are potentially similar to the 

existing requirements in GB codes (although there is some uncertainty around this, as the Guidelines are 

not yet approved, and the accompanying technical definitions are not yet available).  This detailed 

technical analysis is available from ELEXON on request. 

2.3. Based on this analysis, we believe that enhancing the existing GB reporting requirements (as codified in 

the BSC and Grid Code) would be an efficient route for delivering the Transparency Guidelines.  To 

progress this option would require Modifications to be raised to the BSC and Grid Code, and changes to be 

made to the BMRS software. 

2.4. The requirements for the enduring REMIT solution for inside information reporting are likely to include a 

subset of the Transparency Guidelines’ requirements e.g. reporting of Generator outages.  We therefore 

believe that changing GB codes and the BMRS may also be an efficient route for delivering these (although 
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this is something a Modification Group would consider in detail when and if the relevant Modifications were 

raised). 

2.5. The investigatory and enforcement powers associated with REMIT are required to be available to national 

regulators by 29 June 2013.  To deliver an enduring inside information reporting solution by then, 

Modification Proposals would probably need to be raised in Q1 2012. 

3. Possible Use of ELEXON Portal to Deliver an Interim Solution for Reporting 

Inside Information 

3.1 ELEXON has been invited to attend the Ofgem REMIT workshop on 11 January, as there is a potential that 

the existing ELEXON Portal platform could be used to assist the industry in the interim solution for 

disclosing inside information.  Because it uses an existing platform this option could be delivered quickly 

and would have minimal cost.  It would also allow information (from all Parties who chose to use it) to be 

reported on a single platform with email alerts as information is placed (avoiding the need for traders to 

search the websites of each individual BSC Party for relevant information) and is consistent with the ACER 

guidance that inside information should be disclosed in a manner ensuring that it is capable of being 

disseminated to as wide a public as possible. 

3.2 We are currently investigating the detailed options for this solution. We also hope that the industry 

workshop on 11 January will provide an opportunity to gauge whether there would be a demand for the 

service.  Given the timing of the working group meeting, which is the day before the Panel meeting, 

ELEXON will report verbally to the Panel on the views of the working group on whether the use of the 

ELEXON Portal has merit that is worthy of further exploration. 

4. Recommendation 

4.1 We invite the Panel to: 

a) NOTE that we are investigating the possibility of making the ELEXON Portal available to Parties as an 

interim solution for them to disclose inside information (as required by REMIT). 

For more information, please contact:  

Steve Wilkin – Senior Market Advisor   John Lucas – Design Authority 
Mail to: steve.wilkin@elexon.co.uk   Mail to: john.lucas@elexon.co.uk 
020 7380 4253     020 7380 4345 

List of Appendices: 
Appendix 1 – The REMIT requirement to report inside information. 
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APPENDIX 1 - The REMIT requirement to report inside information 

This Appendix provides more detail on the REMIT requirement to report inside information. 

Definition of Inside Information 

REMIT Article 2(1) defines inside information as: “information of a precise nature which has not been made 
public, which relates, directly or indirectly, to one or more wholesale energy products and which, if it were made 
public, would be likely to significantly affect the prices of those wholesale energy products.”    

“information” is then further defined to include, amongst other things: “(a) information which is required to be 
made public in accordance with” [the European Third Package Regulations] “including guidelines and network 
codes adopted pursuant to those Regulations; (b) information relating to the capacity and use of facilities for 
production, storage, consumption or transmission of electricity…, including planned or unplanned unavailability of 
these facilities; (c) information which is required to be disclosed in accordance with legal or regulatory provisions 
at Union or national level, market rules,…insofar as this information is likely to have a significant effect on the 
prices of wholesale energy products; and (d) other information that a reasonable market participant would be 
likely to use as part of the basis of his decision to enter into a transaction relating to, or to issue an order to trade 
in, a wholesale energy product.”  

Requirement for Public Reporting 

Article 4(1) of REMIT states: 

“Market participants shall publicly disclose in an effective and timely manner inside information which they 
possess in respect of business or facilities which the market participant concerned, or its parent 
undertaking or related undertaking, owns or controls or for whose operational matters that market 
participant or undertaking is responsible, either in whole or in part. Such disclosure shall include 
information relevant to the capacity and use of facilities for production, storage, consumption or 
transmission of electricity or natural gas or related to the capacity and use of LNG facilities, including 
planned or unplanned unavailability of these facilities.” 

The European Regulatory Agency, ACER, has, on 20 December, published Guidance to the national regulators on 
the application of REMIT6.  This Guidance includes the statement that: “the Agency believes that the disclosure of 
inside information through platforms has its merits” and that “if market participants are required to make 
information publicly available through a… (TSO) platform…or a transparency platform of an energy 
exchange…market participants…should use such disclosure mechanisms currently specified by competent 

                                                
6 “Guidance on the application of the definitions set out in Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 1227/2011 of the 

European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on wholesale energy market integrity and 

transparency”, 1st Edition, published by ACER on 20 December 2011: 

http://www.acer.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/ACER_HOME/Activities/REMIT/1st%20edition%20ACER%20guidanc

e%20111218%20ap%20vz%20clean%20ap%20clean%20sonia.pdf 
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national regulatory authorities of the basis of the relevant [Third Package] Regulations, if not otherwise specified 
in relevant rules and regulations, or by the competent NRA7”.    

However, the Guidance continues “if such platforms do not yet exist, market participants may be allowed, at least 
for an interim period and unless otherwise specified, to publish inside information which they possess on their 
own website...”  

 

 

                                                
7 National Regulatory Authority 


